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FOREWORD
I have always been fascinated by the various moods of night, from the astonishing
drama of storms and sunsets to the tranquillity of darkness: a time for contemplation,
meditation, sleep and dreams.
Night has at times evoked darker, more foreboding thoughts and philosophical
questions concerning death and existence. Alone at night, the state of mind can be
awestruck and frightening under the dark canopy of the universe. At other times it
feels safe and calm.
These four composers (Schubert, Mahler, Berg and Britten) have been favourites of
mine from a very young age. I love their melodies and modulations, their subtlety and
passion as well as their genius for setting and enhancing profoundly moving words.
They all composed so lyrically for the voice. Their night songs have at times an
otherworldly sense of mystery, as in for example Mahler’s Urlicht, Schubert’s Im
Abendrot and Abendstern, Berg’s Warm die Lüfte and Britten’s Um Mitternacht. Their
songs also work brilliantly when programmed together, revealing influences such as
Schubert’s on Mahler, and Schubert’s and Berg’s on Britten.
Alban Berg’s songs achieve a wonderful blend of his modernist musical language with
all he inherited from the romantics (i.e. Schubert through to Mahler). Britten too has
the power to combine ancient and modern influences to superb effect.
It’s been a joy to record this disc Nocturnal Variations with my great friend Joseph
Middleton. I would like to express my thanks to him for playing as he always does with
so much integrity and beauty.
I would also like to say a huge thank you to my family, to my dearest friends and
teachers for their creative support, kindness, love and friendship throughout my life.
Finally thank you to Mary and David Bowermann for enabling Joseph and me to make
this disc together at their beautiful home.
This album is dedicated to David Okumu whose unconditional
love, kindness and humour brings joy every day, and inspires
my life and spirit.
Ruby Hughes
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Ruby Hughes and Joseph Middleton open their programme of songs inspired by the
night with Schubert’s Nachtstück, composed in 1819. The five introductory bars are a
wonderful polyphonic nocturne in miniature. An old man, feeling death upon him,
steps into the moonlit night and prays for peace. The trees and grasses wish him
well, and the song ends with an extraordinary passage which depicts the onset of
death, as the music moves from E flat, via D flat, to the tranquillity of C major.
The Romanze from Rosamunde, though not strictly a Lied, was included by Peters in
Volume 6 of his selection of Schubert songs. The song comes from Schubert’s
incidental music to Wilhelmine von Chézy’s play that was staged at the Theater an
der Wien on 23 December 1823. The performance was a flop and the play has been
lost, but Schubert’s nine numbers of incidental music survive, including Der Vollmond
strahlt auf Bergeshöhn. The Romance was sung in the play by Axa, Princess
Rosamunde’s ‘old protectress’ (Rosamunde had, on a whim of her father’s, been
brought up as a shepherdess), and it was with Axa that Rosamunde sought refuge as
she attempted to win back her throne. The wonderful melody that seems to suggest
the glint of the moon on the heath made a great impression on Wilhelmine von
Chézy who, in a letter of 2 February 1824 to a Dresden friend, wrote of ‘the
delightful melodies’ composed by Schubert for Axa’s romance. And in a letter printed
in the Wiener Zeitschrift für Kunst, Literatur, Theater und Mode on 13 January 1824
she called Schubert’s incidental music to Rosamunde ‘glorious’, ‘sublimely melodious’
and ‘indescribably moving and profound’.
Abendstern, written in March 1824 between the A minor and D minor String quartets,
voices the homosexual poet Johann Meyrhofer’s loneliness and isolation (‘I sow no
seed, I see no fruit’); he longs to find fidelity in love, but is condemned to live
alone. The poem takes the form of a dialogue, almost as if Mayrhofer were seeking a
solution to his predicament: one voice urges him to immerse himself in the world,
the other suggests that this is impossible, and hints at why. The key keeps veering

between A minor and A major, and for one moment the warmth of the major key is
attained – but the ecstasy is ephemeral, minor reasserts itself and the poet is left to
reflect with resignation on his loneliness.
Die Sterne is one of eleven songs inspired by the poetry of Karl Gottfried von Leitner,
a poet, historian and teacher. He studied philosophy and law at the University of Graz
from 1818 to 1824, and taught in both Slovenia and Graz. He lived to the age of 90,
and after Schubert’s death joined the Styrian administration and played a prominent
role in the cultural life of the province. His literary output includes novellas, a tragedy
called König Tordo, a libretto, Lenore, for Anselm Hüttenbrenner’s opera, and of course
poems. During Schubert’s stay with the Pachler family at Graz in September 1827,
Marie Pachler gave Schubert a copy of Leitner’s poems, and it was from this volume
that the composer set such masterpieces as Der Kreuzzug, Des Fischers Liebesglück, Der
Winterabend and of course Die Sterne, in which Leitner’s dactyllic rhythm is translated
by Schubert into a crotchet-quaver-quaver configuration that seems to mirror the
starlit heavens – an image that leaps from the page when the poem is printed as
eight short-lined, sparkling stanzas, instead of the inauthentic sprawling four that
most anthologies publish.
Almost half of Mahler’s forty-four solo songs are settings of poems from Des Knaben
Wunderhorn, a volume of folk verses collected by Achim von Arnim and Clemens
Brentano, the first part of which was published in 1805. The title refers to the figure
of a boy on horseback brandishing a horn, an illustration of Das Wunderhorn, the
anthology’s opening poem. The source for many of the poems was oral, but the
editors made frequent amendments in accordance with their own tastes. Many of
Mahler’s settings deal with military life, and in the piano accompaniment we often
hear the beat of horses’ hooves, fanfares, drums and marches. Mahler, of course, had
spent much of his childhood in the Moravian garrison town of Jihlava, and it is
reliably reported that as a young boy he knew hundreds of military tunes by heart. Wo

die schönen Trompeten blasen, a dialogue between a dead soldier and his grieving
sweetheart, dates from July 1898. The accompaniment begins with a succession of
empty fifths that dreamily conjure up the distant trumpet calls that wake the girl,
who, ‘somewhat reserved’, asks who it is that knocks at her door. The soldier replies
in a beguiling D major passage that he wishes to be admitted, whereupon she bids
him welcome in a melting G flat major melody to a soft accompaniment of parallel
sixths. Major and minor alternate throughout the song, which ends in the soldier’s
confession that his home is in the grave – after which the relentless martial rhythm,
indicative of man’s subjection to Fate, slowly fades away.
Um Mitternacht, which forms part of Mahler’s Fünf Lieder nach Rückert, invites
comparison with the song in the fourth movement of the Third Symphony which
sets a poem by Nietzsche with the same title. It was in February 1901, shortly
before he started work on the Rückert-Lieder, that Mahler suffered the haemorrhage
which nearly killed him, and there is something indisputably autobiographical about
his choice of Rückert’s poem. The first four stanzas of Mahler’s music are
characterized by repetitions of two striking motifs: one resembles the ticking of a
clock, one aching with anguish as it descends the scale; and although keys change,
the basic mood is bleak A minor – until the final stanza when, in the orchestral
version, trumpets, trombones, tuba and timpani blaze out in the major, as a
possible expression of the poet’s faith. ‘Possible’, because there is an ambiguity
about this music. Dissonances predominate, and some commentators, far from
taking the words at face value, detect a bitter irony in Rückert’s poem and Mahler’s
music.
Urlicht, the penultimate movement of Mahler’s Symphony No.2 (Resurrection), is a
rapt setting in D flat of a poem from Des Knaben Wunderhorn, scored for Alto solo
and orchestra. It is one of Mahler’s most beautiful songs, expressing man’s anguish
and pain and his hope that God will not forsake him but lead him to Heaven. In a

letter to Alma of 15 December 1901, Mahler explains the programme of the
movement in one simple sentence: ‘Die rührende Stimme des naiven Glaubens tönt
an unser Ohr.’ (‘The touching voice of naive faith sounds in our ears’.)
When Alban Berg died in 1935, Schönberg penned a tribute in which he wrote:
‘Schon aus den frühesten Kompositionen, so ungeschickt sie auch gewesen sein
mögen, konnte man zweierlei entnehmen. Erstens, dass Musik ihm eine Sprache
war und dass er sich in dieser Sprache tatsächlich ausdrückte; und zweitens:
überströmende Wärme des Fühlens.’ (‘Two things are clear even from Berg’s earliest
compositions, however awkward they may have been. Firstly that music to him
was a language, and that he really expressed himself in that language; and
secondly: overflowing warmth of feeling.’) Berg began to study with Schönberg in
the autumn of 1904, and his teacher’s influence can be clearly seen in the four
songs of Opus 2. Although Berg gives the first three key signatures – D minor
(Schlafen, Schlafen), E flat minor (Schlafend trägt man mich) and A flat minor
(Nun ich der Riesen Stärksten überwand) – tonality begins to lose its hold, and in
the fourth song, Warm die Lüfte, is finally abandoned. It is Berg’s first ‘atonal’
piece and a wonderfully expressive setting of Mombert’s impressionistic poem, the
only one of the four that does not have sleep as its theme. Its dramatic
declamation has a whiff of Wozzeck about it, and as the girl waits in vain for her
lover, we hear in the piano accompaniment the song of the nightingale, and see
in the cold fifths of the right hand the glistening snow. A contrary motion
glissando – black keys in the right hand, white in the left – prepares us for the
girl’s shattering scream: ‘Er kommt noch nicht, er läßt mich warten’, and the song
ends with a plunging descent to the lowest B on the piano.
This Way to the Tomb comprises incidental music and three songs that were
composed by Benjamin Britten in 1944 for Ronald Duncan’s masque and antimasque, premiered on 11 October 1945 at the Mercury Theatre, London, by the
Pilgrim Players. Duncan’s request to Britten that he compose the music for his

play occasioned an affectionate reply from Britten in a letter dated 7 April 1944:
‘My dear Ronnie – What a one you are! Here I am up to my eyes in opera &
spiritual crises & you expect me to drop everything & write you two songs. Still,
maybe I’ll have a shot (but no promises), if you’d be so gracious as to let me know
what kind of background, accompaniment, there’ll be – full orch.? Barrel-organ??
What kind of voice, high, low? – it makes a difference, you know. But seriously, I
wish you’d give me more notice – because I’ve been turning everything down for
the last six months, BBC, films (including Shaw’s Caesar & Cleopatra, which I admit
gave me pleasure to do!).’
All three songs, under the title of Evening, Morning, Night, were composed for voice
and harp or piano, and published by Boosey & Hawkes as late as 1988. Ruby
Hughes and Joseph Middleton perform Evening and Night on this CD of nocturnes.
They are sung in the play by the poet Julian. The accompaniment to Evening, which
‘may be sung unaccompanied’, is characterised by a succession of downward
arpeggios – except in the third verse, where they soar upwards to portray the stars
that ‘peep into the darkness.’ Night is a ground in 5/4 time.
Um Mitternacht, a setting of Goethe’s great poem that Zelter had composed to such
a memorable melody, was probably written in 1959–60. As in Schubert’s Der
Gondelfahrer, we hear the twelve tolling chords in the piano’s lower register. At the
mid hour of night comes from Volume 4 of Britten’s folksongs, which comprises
arrangements of ten of Thomas Moore’s Irish Melodies. They were composed in 1957
and 1958 and first published in 1960 with the following preface: ‘All the texts of
these songs are from Thomas Moore’s Irish Melodies, published between 1808 and
1834 – in one case from the slightly later National Melodies. In most instances I
have also taken the tunes from the same sources (music arranged by Sir John
Stevenson); however, in a few cases I have preferred to go back to Bunting’s
Ancient Music of Ireland, which had in the first place inspired Tom Moore to write
his lyrics.’
Richard Stokes
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NACHTSTÜCK Johann Mayrhofer (1787–1836)

NOCTURNE

Wenn über Berge sich der Nebel breitet,
Und Luna mit Gewölken kämpft,
So nimmt der Alte seine Harfe, und schreitet,
Und singt waldeinwärts und gedämpft:
„Du heil’ge Nacht!
„Bald ist’s vollbracht.
„Bald schlaf’ ich ihn
„Den langen Schlummer,
„Der mich erlöst
„Von allem Kummer.“

When mist spreads over the mountains,
And Luna battles with the clouds,
The old man takes up his harp, and steps
Into the forest, singing softly:
‘O holy night!
Soon it shall be done.
Soon I shall sleep
The long sleep,
That shall free me
From all affliction.’

(1783–1856)

Die grünen Bäume rauschen dann,
„Schlaf süß du guter alter Mann;”
Die Gräser lispeln wankend fort,
„Wir decken seinen Ruheort;”
Und mancher liebe Vogel ruft,
„O laß ihn ruh’n in Rasengruft!“

Then the green trees will rustle:
‘Sleep well, good old man;’
The swaying grass will whisper:
‘We will cover his resting-place;’
And many a sweet bird will call:
‘O let him rest in his grassy grave!’

Der Alte horcht, der Alte schweigt –
Der Tod hat sich zu ihm geneigt.

The old man listens, the old man is silent.
Death has inclined towards him.
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ROMANZE Wilhelmine Christiane von Chézy

ROMANCE

Der Vollmond strahlt auf Bergeshöhn –
Wie hab ich Dich vermisst!
Du susses Herz! es ist so schön,
Wenn true die Treue küsst.

The full moon shines on the mountain tops,
How I have missed you!
Sweetest one, it is so beautiful
When faithfulness kisses with faith.

Was frommt der Maien holde Zier?
D u warst mein Frühlingsstrahl.
Licht meiner Nacht, O lächle mir
Im Tode noch einmal!

What is May’s fair beauty to me?
You were my ray of spring.
Light of my night, O smile on me
Once more in death!

Sie trat hinein beim Vollmondschein,
Sie blickte hummelwärts:
‘Im Leben fern, im Tode Dein.’
Und sanft brach Herz an Herz.

She entered by the light of the full moon,
She gazed up to heaven.
‘Distant in life, yours in death!’
And gently heart broke on heart.

ABENDSTERN Johann Mayrhofer

EVENING STAR

Was weilst du einsam an dem Himmel,
O schöner Stern? und bist so mild;
Warum entfernt das funkelnde Gewimmel
Der Brüder sich von deinem Bild?
„Ich bin der Liebe treuer Stern,
„Sie halten sich von Liebe fern.“

Why do you linger lonely in the sky,
O lovely star? For you are so gentle;
Why do all your glittering brothers
Flee your face?
‘I am the faithful star of love,
They keep aloof from love.’

So solltest du zu ihnen gehen,
Bist du der Liebe, zaudre nicht!
Wer möchte denn dir widerstehen?
Du süßes eigensinnig Licht.
„Ich säe, schaue keinen Keim,
„Und bleibe trauernd still daheim.“

If you are love
You should seek them out, do not delay!
For who could resist you,
O sweet and wayward light.
‘I sow no seed, I see no fruit,
And in silent sorrow stay at home.’
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DIE STERNE D939 Karl Gottfried von Leitner

THE STARS

(1800–1890)

Und weisen
Von Gräbern
Gar tröstlich und hold
Uns hinter
Das Blaue
Mit Fingern von Gold.

Kindly,
consolingly,
They drive us
From the grave,
Beyond the blue sky
With fingers of gold.

So sei denn
Gesegnet
Du strahlige Schar!
Und leuchte
Mir lange
Noch freundlich und klar.

Blessings
Upon you,
O shining throng!
And long
May you shine on me
With friendly light.

Und wenn ich
Einst liebe,
Seid hold dem Verein,
Und euer Geflimmer
Laßt Segen uns sein.

And if one day
I fall in love,
Smile on the union,
And let your
Twinkling
Be a blessing on us.

Wie blitzen
Die Sterne
So hell durch die Nacht!
Bin oft schon
Darüber
Vom Schlummer erwacht.

How brightly
The stars
Shine through the night!
They’ve often
Roused me
From slumber.

Doch schelt’ ich
Die lichten
Gebilde d’rum nicht,
Sie üben
Im Stillen
Manch heilsame Pflicht.

But I don’t blame
Those shining
Folk for that,
They secretly
Do us
Many good turns.

Sie wallen
Hoch oben
In Engelgestalt,
Sie leuchten
Dem Pilger
Durch Heiden und Wald.

They wander
Like angels
High above,
And light
The pilgrim
Through heath and wood.

IM ABENDROT Karl Lappe (1773–1843)

SUNSET GLOW

Sie schweben
Als Boten
Der Liebe umher,
Und tragen
Oft Küsse
Weit über das Meer.

Like harbingers
Of love
They hover above,
And often
Bear kisses
Across the sea.

O wie schön ist deine Welt,
Vater, wenn sie golden strahlet!
Wenn dein Glanz herniederfällt,
Und den Staub mit Schimmer malet;
Wenn das Rot, das in der Wolke blinkt,
In mein stilles Fenster sinkt!

Ah, how lovely is your world,
Father, when it gleams with gold!
When your radiance descends
Causing dust to glitter;
When the red that glows from the clouds
Sinks into my quiet window!

Sie blicken
Dem Dulder
Recht mild in’s Gesicht,
Und säumen
Die Tränen
Mit silbernem Licht.

Tenderly
They gaze
On the sufferer’s face,
And fringe
His tears
With silver light.

Könnt’ ich klagen, könnt’ ich zagen?
Irre sein an dir und mir?
Nein, ich will im Busen tragen
Deinen Himmel schon allhier.
Und dies Herz, eh’ es zusammenbricht,
Trinkt noch Glut und schlürft noch Licht.

Could I complain, could I lose heart?
Despair of you and me?
No, already I bear your heaven
Here within this breast.
And this heart, before it breaks,
Shall still drink fire and savour light.
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WO DIE SCHÖNEN TROMPETEN BLASEN
(Anon.)

WHERE THE SPLENDID TRUMPETS SOUND

Wer ist denn draussen und wer klopfet an,
Der mich so leise wecken kann?
Das ist der Herzallerliebste dein,
Steh auf und laß mich zu dir ein.

Who stands outside and knocks at my door,
Waking me so gently?
It is your own true dearest love,
Arise, and let me in!

Was soll ich hier nun länger stehn?
Ich seh die Morgenröt aufgehn,
Die Morgenröt, zwei helle Stern,
Bei meinem Schatz da wär ich gern,
Bei meinem Herzallerlieble.

Why leave me longer waiting here?
I see the rosy dawn appear,
The rosy dawn and two bright stars.
I long to be beside my love,
Beside my dearest love.

Das Mädchen stand auf, und ließ ihn ein,
Sie heißt ihn auch willkommen sein.
Willkommen, lieber Knabe mein,
So lang hast du gestanden!

The girl arose and let him in,
She bids him welcome too.
O welcome, dearest love of mine,
Too long have you been waiting.

Sie reicht ihm auch die schneeweisse Hand.
Von Ferne sang die Nachtigall,
Das Mädchen fing zu weinen an.

She gives to him her snow-white hand,
From far off sang the nightingale,
The girl began to weep.

Ach weine nicht, du Liebste mein,
Aufs Jahr sollst du mein eigen sein;
Mein eigen sollst du werden gewiß,
Wies keine sonst auf Erden ist.
O Lieb auf grüner Erden.

Ah, do not weep, beloved mine,
Within a year you shall be mine,
You shall be mine most certainly,
As no one else on the earth.
O love on the green earth

Ich zieh’ in Krieg auf grüne Haid’,
Die grüne Haide, die ist so weit.
Allwo dort die schönen Trompeten blasen,
Da ist mein Haus von grünem Rasen.

I’m going to war, to the green heath,
The green heath so far away.
There where the splendid trumpets sound,
There is my home of green turf.
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UM MITTERNACHT Friedrich Rückert (1788–1866)

AT MIDNIGHT

Um Mitternacht hab’ ich gewacht
Und aufgeblickt zum Himmel; kein Stern vom
Sterngewimmel
Hat mir gelacht um Mitternacht.
Um Mitternacht hab’ ich gedacht
Hinaus in dunkle Schranken; es hat kein
Lichtgedanken
Mir Trost gebracht um Mitternacht.
Um Mitternacht nahm ich in acht
Die Schläge meines Herzens; ein einz’ger Puls
des Schmerzens
War angefacht um Mitternacht.
Um Mitternacht kämpft’ ich die Schlacht,
O Menschheit, deiner Leiden; nicht konnt’ ich
sie entscheiden
Mit meiner Macht um Mitternacht.
Um Mitternacht hab’ ich die Macht
In deine Hand gegeben: Herr über Tod und Leben,
Du hältst die Wacht um Mitternacht!

At midnight I kept watch
And looked up to heaven; not a star in the
galaxy
Smiled on me at midnight.
At midnight my thoughts went out
To the dark reaches of space; no shining
thought
Brought me comfort at midnight.
At midnight I paid heed
To the beating of my heart; a single pulse
of pain
Was set alight at midnight.
At midnight I fought the fight,
O Mankind, of your afflictions; I could not
gain victory
By my own strength at midnight.
At midnight I gave my strength
Into Thy hands: Lord over life and death,
Thou keepest watch at midnight.
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URLICHT (Anon.)

PRIMORDIAL LIGHT

O Röschen rot,
Der Mensch liegt in grösster Not,
Der Mensch liegt in grösster Pein,
Je lieber möcht ich im Himmel sein.
Da kam ich auf einen breiten Weg,
Da kam ein Engellein und wollt mich abweisen,
Ach nein ich liess mich nicht abweisen.
Ich bin von Gott und will wieder zu Gott,
Der liebe Gott wird mir ein Lichtchen geben,
Wird leuchten mir bis in das ewig selig Leben.

O red rose,
Man lies in direst need,
Man lies in direst pain,
I would rather be in heaven.
I then came upon a broad path,
An angel came and sought to turn me back,
Ah no! I refused to be turned away.
I am from God and to God I will return,
Dear God will give me a light,
Will light my way to eternal blessed life.

VIER LIEDER OP.2

FOUR SONGS OP.2

I SCHLAFEN, SCHLAFEN
Christian Friedrich Hebbel (1813–1863)

I SLEEP, SLEEP

Schlafen, Schlafen, nichts, als Schlafen!
Kein Erwachen, keinen Traum!
Jener Wehen, die mich trafen,
Leisestes Erinnern kaum.
Daß ich, wenn des Lebens Fülle
Nieder klingt in meine Ruh’,
Nur noch tiefer mich verhülle,
Fester zu die Augen tu’!

Sleep, sleep, nothing but sleep!
No awakening, no dream!
Of the pains I had to bear
Scarce the faintest memory –
So that when life’s plenitude
Echoes down to where I rest,
I enshroud myself more deeply still,
Press my eyes more tightly shut!
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10 II SCHLAFEND TRÄGT MAN MICH
Alfred Mombert (1872–1942)
Schlafend trägt man mich
in mein Heimatland.
Ferne komm’ ich her,
über Gipfel, über Schlünde,
über ein dunkles Meer
in mein Heimatland.

II I AM BORNE IN SLEEP
I am borne in sleep
to my homeland.
I come from afar,
over peaks, over gorges,
over a dark sea
to my homeland.

III NUN ICH DER RIESEN STÄRKSTEN
ÜBERWAND Alfred Mombert

III NOW THAT I’VE CONQUERED THE
STRONGEST GIANTS

Nun ich der Riesen Stärksten überwand,
aus dem dunkelsten Land
mich heimfand an einer
weißen Märchenhand –

Now that I’ve conquered the strongest giants,
and from the darkest land
have found my way home
guided by a white faerie hand –

Hallen schwer die Glocken.
Und ich wanke durch die Straßen
schlafbefangen.

The bells sound heavily.
And I stagger through the streets,
lost in sleep.

IV WARM DIE LÜFTE Alfred Mombert

IV WARM THE BREEZES

Warm die Lüfte,
es sprießt Gras auf sonnigen Wiesen.
Horch! –
Horch, es flötet die Nachtigall …
Ich will singen:

Warm the breezes,
grass grows on sunlit meadows.
Listen! –
Listen, the nightingale is singing …
I shall sing:

Droben hoch im düstern Bergforst,
es schmilzt und sickert kalter Schnee,
ein Mädchen in grauem Kleide
lehnt an feuchtem Eichstamm,
krank sind ihre zarten Wangen,
die grauen Augen fiebern
durch Düsterriesenstämme.
„Er kommt noch nicht. Er läßt mich warten“…

High in the gloomy mountain forest,
where cold snow melts and glitters,
a girl dressed in grey
leans against the damp trunk of an oak,
her tender cheeks are sick,
her grey eyes stare feverishly
through the gloom of giant trunks.
‘Still he does not come. He keeps me waiting’ …

Stirb!
Der Eine stirbt, daneben der Andere lebt:
Das macht die Welt so tiefschön.

Die!
One dies, while another lives:
That makes the world so profoundly beautiful.
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EVENING Ronald Duncan (1914–1982)
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NIGHT Ronald Duncan

The red fox, the sun,
Tears the throat of the evening;
Makes the light of the day
Bleed into the ocean.

Night is no more
Than a cat which creeps
To the saucer of light
Laps, then sleeps.

The laced grace of gulls
Lift up from the corn fields;
Fly across the sunset,
Scarlet their silhouette.

Night is no more
Than the place waves reach
With their hands of surf
Seeking the beach.

The old owl, the moon,
Drifts from its loose thatch of clouds,
Throws an ivory glance
On an enamelled sea.

Night is no more
Than the hounds of fear
With bloody jowl and bark
Bullying the year.

Eyes of mice, the stars,
From their privacy of light
Peep into the darkness
With the temerity of night.

Night is no more
Than my love who lies.
She dreams in a dream,
Lives, then dies.
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UM MITTERNACHT Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

AT MIDNIGHT

(1749–1832)
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Um Mitternacht ging ich, nicht eben gerne,
Klein kleiner Knabe, jenen Kirchhof hin
Zu Vaters Haus, des Pfarrers; Stern am Sterne,
Sie leuchteten doch alle gar zu schön;
Um Mitternacht.

At midnight, as a very little boy, I would walk,
Far from willingly, past that churchyard
To father’s vicarage; star on star
How beautifully they all shone;
At midnight.

Wenn ich dann ferner in des Lebens Weite
Zur Liebsten mußte, mußte, weil sie zog,
Gestirn und Nordschein über mir im Streite,
Ich gehend, kommend Seligkeiten sog;
Um Mitternacht.

When further on in life I had to go
To my beloved, had to because she drew me on,
I saw the stars and Northern Lights compete,
I breathed in bliss, both going and returning;
At midnight.

Bis dann zuletzt des vollen Mondes Helle
So klar und deutlich mir ins Finstere drang,
Auch der Gedanke willig, sinnig,
schnelle
Sich ums Vergangne wie ums Künftige schlang;
Um Mitternacht.

Until at last the full moon’s radiance
Pierced my darkness so clearly and brightly,
That also my thoughts, willingly, meaningfully,
swiftly
Embraced the past and the future;
At midnight.

AT THE MID HOUR OF NIGHT
Thomas Moore (1779–1852)
At the mid hour of night, when stars are weeping, I fly
To the lone vale we loved, when life shone warm in thine eye;
And I think oft, if spirits can steal from the regions of air,
To revisit past scenes of delight, thou wilt come to me there,
And tell me our love is remember’d, even in the sky!
Then I sing the wild song ’twas once such pleasure to hear,
When our voices, commingling, breathed, like one, on the ear;
And, as Echo far off through the vale my sad orison rolls,
I think, O my love! ’tis thy voice, from the Kingdom of Souls,
Faintly answering still the notes that once were so dear.
Translations by Richard Stokes
© from The Book of Lieder (Faber, 2005)
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COMPLETE PRELUDES
ALEXANDRA DARIESCU

CHRCD109

In Volume II of her ‘Complete Preludes’
series, rising star Alexandra Dariescu turns
her attention to Shostakovich and
Szymanowski.
“... this intriguing and often
outstanding sounding album...”
Sinfini.com review of Complete Preludes
Volume II

BACH TO THE FUTURE (VOL.1)
FENELLA HUMPHREYS

CHRCD102

“... an interesting, diverse programme ...
Fenella Humphreys shapes the music with
skill and humour ... an enjoyable and
accomplished CD.”
BBC Music Magazine,
Instrumental Choice

“... an intriguing project by violinist
Fenella Humphreys, who is commissioning
new British companion pieces to Bach’s
six iconic sonatas and partitas. Here she
performs the first three commissions,
alongside a spirited yet unhurried account
of Bach’s E major Partita.”
The Guardian

MENDELSSOHN: COMPLETE WORK
FOR STRING QUARTET CHRCD085

ALL HANDS ON DECK
MAN OVERBOARD

A new four-disc survey of the complete
string quartet music of Felix and Fanny
Mendelssohn, featuring ten young
ensembles.

Violinist Thomas Gould’s hot vintage
swing band Man Overboard present
their debut album, a collection of old
jazz tunes including numbers by Fats
Waller, Al Jolson and Hoagy Carmichael.
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“… this is playing that Grappelli
himself would surely have been
proud to call his own.”
The Strad

“captivating ... these guys are going
to be big on the swing dance scene.”
bebopspokenhere.co.uk

